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ATTN: Ekaterinina O.N., Director General of SKB EP 

664033, Irkutsk,  

Lermontov Str., 130, Off. 226 

 

Re: Reference on the PKV/M7, MIKO-2.3, and PKV-35 instruments 

Dear Olga Nikolaevna,  

A set of the PKV/M7, MIKO-2.3, and PKV-35 instruments manufactured by SKB EP has been in use at 

Balakovoatomtechenergo since 2011.  

 

During their operation the instruments proved to be rather efficient.  

The PKV/M7 instrument meets all our needs in the HV circuit breaker diagnosis. It provides convenient 

control of poles time difference using the PC software that shows defects in a circuit breaker long before 

they may cause a heavy failure; the function of graphs overlapping is also rather convenient. 

One of the drawbacks of the instrument is its weak ‘crocodile’ clamps. During actuation of powerful 

switches they get disconnected  from the circuit breaker elements under the impact of vibration. We 

recommend G-clamps to be used instead.  

The PKV-35 instrument is used for measurement of minimum voltage of circuit breakers. It operates 

perfectly.  

The only thing we would like to recommend is to unite the PKV/M7 and PKV-35 into a single system 

using some sort of software in order to avoid assembly of two testing circuits.  

The MIKO-2.3 MikroMilliKiloOhmmeter is characterized by universal nature (four modes in one) and 

high accuracy of measurements. The instrument is rather functional and convenient in use.  

The shortcomings of the instrument include:  

- Readings of measurements are rather unstable, i.e., displayed information changes every +/- 10-

15 units; 

- Battery capacity is sufficient for 3-4 measurements only.  

Specialists of JSC ATOMTECHENERGO recommend the PKV/M7, MIKO-2.3, PKV-35 instruments to 

all the companies dealing with electric equipment maintenance, adjustment and operation in the electric 

networks.  

 

Chief Engineer         /Signature/      S.P. Pakhomov 
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